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Abstract : This study showed the process of recolonization of a defaunated substrate by a "m udcly sands in shelte
recl area" (SVMC) population. Twenty four experimental boxes were placed at 5 m depth , in Lazaret Bay, Toulon 
cluring an annual cycle. 

To compare natural and experimental cond itions, a few meters apart from the experimental site, au tochtonous 
sediments were also monthly sampled. The structure and degree of organization of populations were followecl by 
means of Corresponclence Analys is, a multi variate method of ordination in reducecl space, and Rank-Frequency 
Diagrams. Correspondence Analysis were applied to 140 taxa of benthic organisms. 

Both technics were complementary, showing the evo lution of the experimental population towarcls astate resem
bling the natural surrounding population. After one year, a lm ost the same diversity and li sts of spec ies were found , 
nevertheless the organization (i.e. relative,proportions of spec ies) appeared to be different. 

Résumé : Cette étude montre le processus de reco lonisation par une communauté des "Sables Vaseux cie Mode 
Calme" (S.Y.M.C.), d'un substrat dépourvu de faune. 

24 modules expérimentau x ont été placés, par 5 m de profondeur, clans la baie elu Lazaret, Toulon , pendant un 
cyc le annuel. Afin de comparer le milieu nature l et les conditions expérimentales, des prélèvements mensuels de 
séd iment autochtone ont été simultanément réali sés . 

La structure et le degré d'organisation des populations ont été sui vis au moyen cie diverses techniques stat istiques 
et notamment une technique multi variée d'ordination (Analyse Factorie lle des Correspondances) et des 
Diagrammes Rangs-Fréquences. L'Analyse des correspondances a été app liquée aux données obtenues à partir cie 
140 taxons benthiques. Ces deux techniques sont complémenta ires, montrant l'évo lution des populations expéri
mentales vers un état voisin du nature l environnant. Après une année , on trouve presque la même di versité et des 
li stes d'espèces similaires . Néanmoins, l'organisation , c'est-à-dire les proportions re latives des espèces, apparaît 
être quelque peu différente. 

I NTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the study of spatio-temporal evolution of benthic assemblages has beco

me one of the most important preoccupations in the field of marine ecolo gy. Severa! are the 

reasons to choose the benthos as subject of study ; between these, the role it plays in 

nutrient recycling (Valiela, 1984) . 

Investigations have been made to study the processes and sequences of benthic coloniza

tion and recolonization (Girin & Flasch, 1972 ; Sarnthein & Richter, 1974; Mc Cali, 1977 ; 

Arntz & Rumohr, 1978 ; Desbruyères et al., 1980; Santos & Simon, 1980 ; Bhaud, 1981 ; 

Stora, 1982 ; Dauvin, 1984 ; Diaz-Castafieda, 1989 ; Diaz-Castafieda et al., 1989). Different 
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authors consider and deve lop severa! methodologies in arder to compare the evo lution of 

populations in the natural environment with those observed in experimental boxes contai 

ning similar populations. They try to state accurately the way adults and juvenil es colonize 

the substratum, the interspecific competition and the ecological success ion of different ben

thic populations. A strategy in the study of the deve lopment of populations consists in 

observing the recolonization of a prev iously defaunated sediment. This methodology gives 

information not only on the individual post-Im·va l growth but also on the dynamics of the 

various populations. 

This paper presents the results of a one-year study on the shallow benthic community at 

the Lazaret's bay (Toulon). The aim is to provide further information on the processes and 

sequences of reco lonization of a soft bottom community and to examine the spatial and 

temporal variations in re lation to the environmental conditions , with the he lp of Factorial of 

Analysis Correspondences (FAC) and Rank-Frequency Diagrams (RFD). 

M ATER IALS AN D METHODS 

Area studied 
Sediments were taken from a littoral brackish lagoon, the Berre Lagoon, located 40 km 

north-west of Marseill e, France (Fig. 1 ). These sediments had been devoided from macro

fauna due to lack of oxygen and the presence of hydrogen sulphide. We transplanted the 

en tire sam pies to a less di sturbed biotope, 100 km away, the Lazaret Bay, inside the "rade 

abri" , near Toulon were water and sediment quality seemed to be better, bence allowing the 

study of recolonization in a more stable biotope, after the intensive po llution has been par

ti a ll y released. 

The populations able to coloni ze the sediments of Berre Lagoon an Laza ret Bay if not 

too polluted be long to the "Muddy Sand in Sheltered Area" (in French "Sables vaseux de 

mode calme" or SVMC, Peres & Picard, 1964 ). These ca lm environments are propic ious to 

in situ experimentation. 

Granulometrie characteri stics (s tated by Pr Arnoux , Laboratoire d'Hydrolog ie et de 

Molysmolog ie Aquatique from the University of Aix-Marseille II), are rather different 

(Table 1), particul arly with a less important conchiferous fraction in the Berre Lagoon. 

Nevertheless the macrobenthic potentia l communities are s imilar (Sourci er & al., 1979). 

TABLE 1 

Gra in s ize analys is of sed iments from Berre Lagoon and Lazaret Bay 

Grain s ize Berre Lazaret 

>2 mm 3, 1 % 27,8 % 
63 11 to 2 mm 2 1,5 % 36,5 % 
< 63 Il 75 ,4 % 35 ,7 % 
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Fig. 1 :Geographie location or Berre lagoon, Toulon (ex perimental site) anclneighbouring M ecliterranean coast. 

Another reason for choosing thi s site was the relatively weak hydrodynamism, avoiding 

disturbance in the experimenta l boxes, and also the possibility of leaving the experimental 

installation without any supervision because of the isolated character of the place. 

Sampling technique 

The recolonization study of soft sediments was made at 5 m depth in the Lazaret Bay. 

The SVMC sediment was taken from the Berre Lagoon with an Orange-Peel grab taking 

about 5 dm' over a 0.12 m' surface. The absence of any alive macrobenthic organisms was 

first ascertained, then the samples were put into experimental boxes. 

These boxes were square plastic rec ipients of 26 cm side and Il cm height. They were 

choosen for their maniability wh ile diving, and because the vol ume and surface of sediment 

they hold were not very different from those of the grab samples, namely 0.065 m' and 

about 5.2 dm' if fi lied up un til 8 cm heigh. The empty containers were previously submer

ged during various days into flowing sea water to eliminate as much as possible the chemi

cal substances absorbed by the plastic and able to be released at the contact of water and of 

influencing the recolonization processes . 
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Then the boxes were submerged. To avoid any di sturbance or loss of sediment when the 

containers were positioned by diving, they were covered with a plastic sheet kept in place 

by an elastic . The 24 containers were arranged in paralle l !ines on the sea f loor ; plastic 

sheets were perforated to allow progressive entrance of sea water without washing of sedi

ments ; the plastic sheets were then removed. To avoid any displacement, each container 

was fixed to the bottom with two wooden sticks. The sediment surface was approximately 

8 cm above the sea floor. 

The procedure was the same, but inversed, for the recovery of the experimental boxes , 

avoiding disturbances or loss of organisms. The recovery was done also by scuba diving. 

24 experimental boxes were prepared to study the annual cycle with its seasonal varia

tions, removing two boxes each month during one year, one to be used for the chemical 

analyses of pollutants and the other for the faunistical analysis. The ex periment began on 8 

March 1982 and finished on Il March 1983 . 

To compare natural and experimental conditions, a few meters apart from the experi

mental site, 10 1 of autochthonous sediment were also monthl y sampled with an orange-peel 

grab, i .e. 5 1 for the faunistical analysis and 5 1 for the chemical one. Also one week before 

placing the containers , some grab samples were taken in order to have a state of reference 

(Table II , sample 1'). 

The monthly sampling was, as far as possible observed when removing the boxes for exa

mination. Dates of sampling for experimental and natural populations are given in Table II. 

TABLE Il 

Sampling dates 

N° Sample Date 

1* 02.03 .82 grab 
08.03.82 Placement of experimental boxes 

2 01.04.82 2 boxes + grab 
3 03.05.82 

, 

4 01.06.82 " 

5 28 .06.82 " 

6 30.07.82 " 

7 08 .09.82 " 

8 12.10.82 " 

9 15.11.82 " 

10 22.12.82 " 

Il 24.01. 83 " 

12 11 .03.83 " 

' In thi s paper, only the faunistical data were analysed. The analysis of pollutants was per

formed by Pr Arnoux Laboratoire d'Hydrologie et Molysmologie Aquatique, Faculté de 

Pharmacie, Université d'Aix-Marseille II . 
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After recovering the experimental boxes, shifting of sediments was done at the laborato

ry. The Jess conchiferous fraction of the sediment used here did facilitate the extraction of 
the macrofauna. The sediment was first washed on a sieve with 1 mm diagonal mesh and 
the Iast shiftings of each sample were made on a 0,5 mm mesh in order to preserve as far as 

possible the juvenile macrofauna. The remaining contents were fixed in 10 % neutralized 
formalin ; later mollusks , echinoderms and crustaceans were transfered into 70 % alcohol. 

Species were determined and the individuals were counted (per species or per taxon). 

Data analysis 
Two numerical treatments of the data were combined here : a Correspondence Factorial 

Analysis (FAC) on the contingency table crossing samples and species or taxa (Benzecri et 
al., 1973 ; Legendre & Legendre, 1979, 1984 ; Leprêtre, 1988) and Rank-Frequency 
Diagrams (RFD) (Frontier, 1976, 1985, Voile, 1985). 

Corresponde nee Analysis 
Ana1ysis of parameters considered separate1y often gives a partial idea of the studied 

phenomenon. This is the reason why we performed numerical analyses to get a synthetical 
vision to understand the community structure and its functioning . Factorial analyses show 
the contribution of both different species and different samples to the explanation of a glo

bal phenomenon. These methods are rather diversified and are nowadays of a great use in 
ecology (Legendre & Legendre, ,1979 ; Lebart et al., 1982 ; Lagarde, 1983) . 

FAC analyses a contingency table such as each line and column sums have sense, and 
are homogeneous, namely both represent a number of individuals (per species or per 
sample) . In fact, the table shares a total quantity, namely the total number of counted orga
nisms, into !ines and columns. The FAC leads to compare the profile of !ines and columns 
and to perform a correspondence between the classification of !ines (samples) and the clas
sification of columns (taxa) . Finally the relevant information, or inertia, contained in the 

table can be summarized into a space of few dimensions, for example 2 or 3. In this repre
sentation in reduced space, resemblances between samples and taxa can be represented by 
the proximity between the representative vectors of !ines and columns, given by a "barycen
tric transformation". 

Nevertheless an analysis can't be made in one step and mechanically. After a first analy
sis of the complete contingency table, it can be seen that a few number of !ines and/or 
columns play a strong role, and the few first axis or planes interprete only the variations of 
these samples and/or taxa, crushing the role and the significance of the others. These princi

pal axes are not uninteresting, but on the contrary are too obvious and borrow the remaining 
information ; in such case, FAC should be performed on the table of the remaining !ines and 
columns after removing the obvious parameters. The samples and/or taxa to be removed are 
seen as they account for a too high proportion of the inertia of one of the axes. That occurs 
when one species is either sporadic and abundant in one sample, or rare. In that case, the 
species and the correspondent few samples account for 85 % of the inertia of an axis for 
example, which explains only that correspondence. Eliminating that species , and the evi
dent correspondence with few samples , leads to a better description of the remaining struc
ture. 
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Rank-Frequency Diagrams 
This method consists in representing the frequency di stribution of species in a communi

ty or sample as a retrocumulated distribution , putting in absc issa the rank of each species in 

a decreas ing orcier of abundance (the f irst spec ies being the most abundant, the second fol 
lowing the first and so on) ; and in ordinate, the abundancy or the frequency of the species 
in the sample. This di agram is equivalent to a retrocumulated frequency curve because 

assuming that the r'" species, from a total number S , has the frequence Fr is equivalent to 

assume that a proportion r/S of the species has a frequency ;;.Fr. 
A number of spec ies di stributions have been described in the past, Preston log-normal 

distribution , Mac Arthur or broken sti ck di stribution , etc . No fitting to any mode! is inten
tee! here, di agrams are only g iven fo r a descripti ve aim and , following Frontier (1976, 1983 , 
1985). Ranks and frequencies of spec ies are plotted in a logarithmic scale. 

The shape of the curve obtained is usuall y characteri stic of the structure and the evolu

ti on stage of the community. During natural evolution of a planktonic ecosystem, Frontier 

(op. cit. ) recognizes three principal stages, and an intermediary stage between the first two 

stages : 
Stage 1 : the curve is "S" shaped and indicates the development of a pioneer community 

with predominance of one or few species . This kincl of curve is observee! in conditions of 
enriching of biogenous elements, or in overexplo itation , or chronic pollution. It characte

ri zes a juvenile population. 
Stage 2 : it approachs to Mac Arthur's "broken stick" mode!, cliversity increases and 

reachs max imum values in the eco logical success ion. It indicates the apparition of a more 
and more complex network of interactions as new spec ies , which demands previous 

changes of the ecosystem, appear. 
Stage 3 : it indicates some clecrease of the diversity. It is a readjustment of diversity 

which was too high to permi t a long term stability of the ecosystem. Rank-Frequency 
Diagrams become rectilinear, at !east over a part of the curve. Frontier (1 985) suggests 
some different interpretations for thi s las t kincl of curve , as weil as of curves with "steps" 
which ought to correspond to intermediary stages of the ecological success ion (transitory 
stages) , or to aleatory fluctuati ons of abunclance, or to a bad sampling method which mixes 
severa! communities . 

The importance of these diagrams res ides in the fac t that they give a supplementary 
information : the maturity degree of population is more eas ier to estimate from the curve 
shape than by a mere! y numerical index , which depends on th~ number of species . 

Rare species constitute, in every frequency di stribution of species, a tait of di stribution 
not easily interpretee! , that had been removed from the cliagrams. 

R ESULTS 

Correspondence analysis 
The samples from the natural sediment surrouncling the experimental boxes were call ecl 

"grab" (G) and the samples from the boxes are called "experimental" (E). 
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Analysis of the complete data table (Fig. 2a, b) 

A FAC on the total set of data, from a table of 110 species x 23 sam pies (namely 12 G 

and Il E) was done first. The big number of species , of which only a few strongly contribu

ted to the three first inertia axi s, led us to practice a second analysis, following the metho

dology explained above, retaining only 32 species responsible for the greatest part of the 

inertia of the three first axes and eliminating the too sporadic ones. The three first axes 

explained respectively 24.9, 13.9 and 13.5 % of the total inertia. For species abbreviations, 

see Table III. 

TABLE Ill 

Species abbrev iations used in Correspondence Anal yses and Rank-Frequency Diagrams. 

AA A!Jraalba 
AC Arma11dia cirrosa 
AF Aricia f œ rida 
AO Ao11ides o.rycepilala 
AP Acalltilocc1rdia pa11cicostata 
c Cirratul idae 
cc Cirratulidae sp 1 
CCa Capite/la capitata 
CE Cardium exigu11111 
CF Cirropilorus cf.jiun llus 
CG C01·bu/a gibba 
CH Choue sp. 
CHi Chiton 
CI sp Cirratulidae sp 2 
CR Coropilium nutcicorne 
C sp Caprella sp. 
Cr Crangonidae 
Co Coropilium sp . 
os Dexamine spinosa 
EP Ericiltilonitls puttctatus 
GA Gammams aequicauda 
GJ Gammams insensibilis 
GE Goljïngia e/ongata 
GM Cou/dia minima 
HF Heteronwstus .filifonllis 
LL Leptomysis lingura 
LLa Lumbrinereis latreilli 
LP Leucotiloë pacilycera 
Mi Microdeutopus sp . 
MB Microdeutopus bijïdus 
ME Mercierella enigmatica 
MG Maera grossimana 
M sp Macropipus sp. 
N Nereïclae 
NC Ne reis caudata 
Ne Nematodes 
NL Notomastus latericems 
NY Nico/ea venustula 
OP Opilryotrocila puerilis 
PA Pectinaria auricoma 
PC Pista cri stara 
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Phtisica mari11a 
Pri0110spia ma/mgre11i 
Po/ycirms medusae 
Spioniclae 
Sabelliclae 
Stv/arioides eruca 
Syllis hya li11a 
Ste11othoë 11101/0CIIioides 
Syllis prolifera 
Staurocepha/us mdo/phii 
Scmpocel/aria repta11s 
Spi a decora/lis 
Terebelliclae 
Tlwrvx cf. mario11i 
Te lli11a serra/a 
Upogebia cf. graciliceps 
lle11empis aurea 
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It could be noted that the "samples" points and the 32 "species" points retained in the 

second analysis , as projected in the three first axes, were almost superimposed with those of 

the first analysis using 110 spec ies. This result justified our method of spec ies selection . 

The results of the analysis , namely the ordination of samples and spec ies in the space of 

the three first axes, are given in Fig. 2. 

The evolution throughout the ,.year appeared when joining the projections of different 

samples following a chronological order, separately for the grab samples and for the experi

mental boxes . The two sets were obviously disjoined : grab samples (linked by a continous 

line) were gro uped together in the planes of axes 1-2 (Fig. 2a) and 1-3 (Fig. 2b) in only one 

side of axe 1, with little oscillations respective! y pm·allel to axes 2 and 3, and not far from 

the ori g in . On the other band, "boxes" (samples bound by a dotted line) showed an accen

tuated evolution, mainly pm·all el to axe 1. 

In the plane of axes 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) an evo lution of the experimental environment could 

be seen on the side of axis 1 opposed to the group of "grab" points excepted fo r the last 

sample ( 12). It moved away at first along ax is 1, and then returned afterwards near "grab" 

sample 8. "Experimental boxes" points 5 and 6 were opposed to the others according to 

their projection on axis 2. In the plane of axes 1 and 3, an evolution of the experimental 

environment was observed. Boxes 5 and 6 were near the origin , then the experimental 

samples evo lved along axis 1 as seen above. From box 8 (October) the "box" points pro

gress ive ly approached the "grab" samples. In both planes, evo lution in natural and experi 

mental environments was described by two approximative perpendicul ar trajectories. 

These results of FAC confirmed those of dendrograms performed with Sanders and 

Sorensen indexes and given elsewhere (Diaz-Castaneda, 1984). They showed two obvious 

groups, the natural bottom samples (G) and the experimental samples (E). Species composi

tion and population evolution were di stinct in both kind of environments. 

Contrarily, ordination of spec ies was not very clear and only evoke two groups of cha

racteri stic spec ies in the plane of axes 1 and 2 (Fig. 2a : two stripped contours) . The reason 

was that ali or almost ali species partic ipated to the ordination of both set of samples, but 
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this participation could not be di scerned by the analys is. The f irst group was made of the 

Crustaceans Leptomysis /ingura, Erichtonius punctatus, the Polychaetes : Cirratulidae sp . 2 

and Nicolea venustu fa, characteri sti c of grab samples 4 and 5. In the second group the 

Po lychaete Tharyx sp. marioni was fou nd strongly linked with experimental boxes 7, 8 and 

9. This las t genus has been described as very abundant in zones submitted to pollution or 

perturbation (Bell an, 1967 ; Fauchald & Jumars, 1979). 

Ana fysis of the experimental boxes (Fig. 3a, b) 

FAC was perfonned from a table of 83 spec ies x 8 experimental samples. As a matter of 

fac t, data from the f irst three months of the experiment were withdrawn due to the small 

number of organi sms at the beginning of the co lonizating sequence. The three f irst axes 

extracted respecti vely 29, 23.4 and 14.5% of the to tal inerti a. Temporal evo lution appeared 

f rom June (Box 5). This annual evolution was described first by a di splacement along ax is 

2 : projecti ons 5 to 9 . A strong individuali sation of sam pies 7 , 8 and 9 was observed, main

ly characteri zed by the presence of the polychaete Tharyx cf. marioni (TH) ; then an hori 

zontal di splacement towards the left side of ax is 1 (Fig. 3a : boxes 10, Il and 12) was 

obvious. Therefore ax is 2 seemed to oppose the two f irst experimental boxes to the next 

ones, and ax is 1 opposed las t boxes to intennediary ones 7 , 8 and 9 . In the inerti a plane 2-3 

(Fig. 3b), f irstl y an evolution along axis 3 was observed. Ax is 2 separated boxes 5 and 6 

f rom others. Then, ax is 3 separated boxes 5 and 6, each of them representing a group of 

structuring species* . 

The principal species (s tructuring species) were di stributed in the inerti a planes in rela

ti on with the structure of the set of samples. As shown in Fig. 3, there were three groups of 

species in the plane (1 , 2) and only two in the ( 1. 3) . Axis 1 opposed two groups of species . 

One at the right in re lati on with box 5 (corresponding to earl y summer) made of Gamma rus 

aequicauda (Ga), Gammarus insensibilis (GI), Staurocephafus rudo fphii (SR), Spio sp . 

(Ssp), Lumbrinereis fatreiffi (Lia), Pofycirrus medusa (PMe), Cirratulidae (C), Aricia foe ti

da (AF), Goifingia efongata (GE) and Nematodes (Ne). The other group also joined severa! 

species around the two last experimental boxes (January and March 1983). Sorne taxa such 

as Corbufa gibba, Corophium runcicorne, Notomastus fatericeus, Spionidae and 

Terebe llidae were very abundant at the end of the experiment, which showed that they 

fo und propitious conditions for their development in the experimental boxes. Intermediary 

boxes 7, 8 and 9 were close! y linked to the polychaete Tharyx cf. marioni , which reached in 

thi s period an abundance oscill ating between 48 and 90 individuals per box. 

The representati on of the s imilarity Sanders matri x supported the results of the FAC 

where samples 7, 8 and 9 were also fo und with affinity levels varying between 56 and 

67 %. Bes ides, we found two groups formed by boxes 5-6 and 11 -12 with respectively 45 

and 43 % of affinity. Finally, ax is 3 clearl y set apart from boxes 7 to 12, boxes 5 and 6 cor-

* "Structuring spec ies" : species with a strong contribution (at !east 20 %) to the inerti a of 
at !east one ax is (s trong correlation). 
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responding to June an Jul y. Thus it could be observed in the right superior s ide of Fig. 3b a 

group of taxa bound to box 5 : Gammarus aequicauda (GA) , Gammarus insensibilis (GI), 

Staurocephalus rudolphii (SR), Spio sp. (Ssp) , Lumbrinereis /atreilli (Lia) and Nematodes 

(Ne). At the opposite s ide there was a group of four taxa linked to box 6 : Polycirrus 

medusae (PMe), Aricia fo etida (AF) , Cirratulidae (C), just as the Sipunculid Golfingia 

e/ongata (GE). Moreover, Tharyx cf. marioni (TH) was closely linked to boxes 7, 8 and 9, 

as previously observed. 

Analysis of the grab samples (Fig. 4a, b) 

The three first axes explained 18.8, 16.3, and 13 % of the total inertia respectively. 

Temporal evolution seemed more obvious than in the analysis of the complete data table. 

Except samples 7 and 9, decentrali zed for particular reasons (September and November 

storms), the annual evolution was described by a displacement along ax is 1 : projections 

near the origin (samples 1 and 2) , followed by an evolution towards the left extremity of the 

axis (samples 3, 4 , 5) , finally towards the right extremity (6 and 8 to 12). Axis 2 seemed to 

only oppose samples 1 and 9 . 

The princ ipal species were distributed with respect to this structure of samples . 

Axis 1 showed a group of species of which certain were found especially in spring-time 

(March to June) : Erichtonius punctatus (EP), Cirratulidae sp. 2 (Clsp), Nicolea venustula 

(NV), Leptomysis /inguura (LL) , Ven erupis cntrea (VA) and Abra alba (AA). Axis 2 separa

ted two groups of species, the first (at the first month of the experience : 82-3-2 was form ed 

by Caprel/a sp . (Csp) , Prionospio malmgreni (PMa), Cirratulidae sp. 1 (CC), Pista cristata 

(PC) , Cirrophoms cf. jitrcatus (CF), Armandia cirrosa (AC) and Nere idae (N). Contrarily, 

November had the nex t species : Cou/dia minima (GM) Macropipus sp. (Msp) , Ophryo

trocha puerilis (OP) and Terebellidae (T). Finally, axi s 3 showed near July, October and 

November an association of muddy tolerant spec ies as Polycirrus medusae (PMe), and pol 

lution or disturbance indicators as Staurocephalus rudolphii (SR). Phtisica marina (PM) 

and some members of the Cirratulidae family (C) (Fig. 4b) . 

Stuc/y of temporal evolution of population structure by Rank-Frequency Diagrams. 

Rank-Frequency Diagrams in na tura/ environment 

First, it could be noted that the population presented a rather stable structure. 

Superimposing ali the curves (Fig. 5) showed a rather homogeneous set, with small aleatory 

fluctuation s. Only sample 7, September, was different from the others by giv ing a more 

straight curve ; the population of thi s sample showed a perturbation, already put in relation 

with the storm of early September, which affected the natural bottom much more than the 

population of experimental boxes . 

It was possible to state prec ise! y the storm influence by comparing samples 6, 7 , 8 and 9 

(Fig. Sb): in 7 , species richness decreased from 30 spec ies in the presv ious month to 15 ; at 

the same ti me the rank-frequency curve became more vertica l (diminution of the evenness). 

Consequently, the Shannon diversity index decreased from 3,67 to 3,00. These variations 

showed obviously the destructurating effect of the storm. In samples 8 and 9, diversity rose 
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again to 3.5 . Diversity indexes were calcul atecl without taking into conside ration the very 
rare species (Frontier, 1983). 

Sample 10 (December) gave a low cliversity (2.76) st ill unexplainecl. Next cliversity 
va lues were 3.5 and 3.4. Diagrams 8 to Il (Fig. Sa) showecl a progress ive straightening of 
the curves , evoking an evolution towarcls stage 3. However, the curve 12 showecl an 
obv ious shape of a "stage 2", evok ing that there was perhaps, not only an evolution from 
stage 2 towarcls stage 3, but also some osc illations just as it was recently verifiee! in plank
ton (Acliwigala, 1983). 
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At the end of summer (September) dominant taxa were : Nereis caudata , Abra alba , 

Lumbrinereis latreilli and Cirratulidae sp. 2. Some very abundant species in the previous 
months, such as the Polychaetes Notomastus latericeus and Polycirms medusae, were 
absent here (Fig. Sb). 

RFD from the last three months of the ex periment, January to March 1983 , showed spe
cies with high frequency : Notomastus latericeus, Cirrophorus cf. .fitrcatus and 
Staurocephalus rudolphii (Fig. Sa). 

Diversity index generally presented higher values than in experimental environment, 
oscillating between 2,76 and 4,03. The highest va lues corresponded to spring-time. Thi s 
period was linked to an important recruitment of post-larvae. 

Rank-Frequency Diagrams e1•olution in th e experimental population. 
Contrarily to natural environment, experimental boxes populations showed a marked 

evolution of the rank-frequency di stribution (Fig. 6a, b, c). At the beginning of colonization 
(boxes S and 6) , population was poor and presented not very regular curves (Fig. 6a). ln 
fact, graphs were roughl y stretched along a li ne of slope- 1, they didn 't show any conca
viry and they were very different from nex t diagrams. Evenness was high (0.900 to 0.907). 
Most abundant spec ies at thi s stage, which could be ca lled "pioneers species", were 
Polycirms medusae, Microdeutopus bifidus, Prionospio malmgreni. Capite/la capitata , 
\lenerupis aurea and Abra alba. 

Afterwards, we observed the arrivai of new species which coloni zed the experimental 
boxes. Next three samples (boxes 7, 8, 9: Fig. 6b) showed a stage 1, particularl y marked in 
box 8 corresponding to October (evenness : O,S73). Dominant spec ies was the Polychaete 
Tharyx cf. marioni (90 individuals) which belongs to the surface deposit-feeders. 

In October, we noted a rH increase in experimental sediments, whereas ammonium 
concentration decreased from 30.6 to 18 .2 ~t atg 1-1. In respec t to heavy metal s, zinc decrea
sed considerabily wh il e copper increased from 4,3 to 6,9 ~g 1-1• Perhaps these vari ations of 
the poilu tant load can ex plain the shape of the curve and the low diversity index ( 1.82) . 

For the last three boxes (December to March 1983) stages 2 or 3 could be recognized 
(Fig. 6c) , similar to diagrams observed in natural env ironment. The most abundant spec ies, 
by decreasing order, were : Notomastus latericeus , Tharyx sp. , Abra alba , Microdeutopus 
bifidus, C01·bula gibba , Nereis caudata and Upogebia cf. graciliceps. The Shannon diversi
ty index rose rapidly in the whole series, reaching the same orders of magnitude than those 
found in the natural environment. 

DISCUSS IO N 

Conclusion of corresponde nee analysis 
1 - Both environments bad different structures (quantitative relations between species) 

and evolutions. On one band we had an "open", relative ly stable, environment (natural bot
tom) and on the other h<md, a "confined" environment following a strong evolution (experi 
mental environment). 
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At the end of thi s survey (one year) almost the same species and the same diversity 

values in both environments were observed. Nevertheless, the organi zation seemed to be 

different concerning the relative abundance of spec ies in the two cases. 

2 - The evolution of the natural environment described an annual cyc le as seen in the 

rotati on of "grab" points around the ori gin, wi th some aberrant points marking particul ar 

phenomena (7 , 9 : stonns) . Sample 5 seemed also individuali zed, but fo r an un known rea

son. 

3- Experimental environment seemed to evolve in four phases : 

- Boxes 2, 3 and 4 (beginning of the experiment) were almost defaunated ; they had been 

excluded from the analyses. 

- Boxes 5 and 6 corresponded to the beginning of colonization, with the rapid arri vai of 

some pioneer species. 

- Boxes 7 , 8 and 9 corresponded to an intermediary state, which persisted about three 

months. 

- The las t boxes 10, Il and 12 showed an evolution towards a fi nal population resem

bling to the natural exterior populati on. 

Conclusions of the Rank-Frequency Diagrams : effects of pollution and evolution of the 

population structure. 
Frontier (1983 , 1985) ass umy.s that under a chronic pollution the structure community 

turns out to recover a shape similar to the stage 1. In fac t, few species are able to maintain 

themselves in such conditions of stress and in thi s way, competition decreases, allowing 

remaining spec ies to multiply quickl y. 

Gray (1 98 1), Hily (1 983), Pearson and Rosenberg (1978) assume that the di versity index 

in lowered by severe pollution stress, therefore it appears to be a relati ve ly sensible tool for 

measuring pollution effects. Pearson and Rosenberg ( 1978) check a sequence of changes. 

Firstly the most sensitive spec ies are !ost. Then, as the redox potential discontinuity layer 

("RPDL") approaches the surface, limiting the di stribution of the aerobic spec ies and when 

pollution becomes more severe, the community is progress ively simplified to only a few 

tolerant species such as Capite /la capitata and Nereis caudata. 
Under the effects of a chronic pollution the rank-frequency di agrams become more and 

more vertical. 

In a natural succession, stage 1 shows li ttle evolution of the popul at ion ; it can corres

pond , e ither to the beginning of the colonization, or a populati on whose structure and orga

ni zati on are deeply affected by di sturbances (Diaz-Castafieda, 1989). 

In the present experiment a depollution process was rather noted , as a parti al re lease of 

pollutants outside experimental sediments, with a progress ive recoloni zation by a popula

tion which evolved towards a mature balanced stage. The di agrams perfo rmed showed the 

juvenile stage of experimental populations at the beg inning of colonizati on, evolving 

towards a stage 2 that might be compared to that observed in the natura l environment. 

In addition, curves with steps, in some cases, could indicate a transitory stage (Fig. 6c). 

It could be thought of an intennediary stage between stages l and 2 of the ecolog ical suc-
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cession. As for the natural population (Bay of Lazaret, Toulon), it seemed rather stable in 

spi te of the non neg ligible pollutants concentration . 

As a conc lusion , the study of experimental population dynamics compared to natural 

"in situ" population showed a tenclency of the first one towards the acq ui sition of: 

- a spec ies diversity s imil ar to that of the natural env ironment, 

-the same li sts of spec ies , 

- Rank-frequency diagrams of the same shape , 

- nevertheless, the order of species in the RFD were different in both cases. 

While time passed, new spec ies and particularl y Polychaetes colonized thi s environment 

in a different way than in the exterior environment (Diaz-Castafieda & Safran, 1988). Each 

popul ation seemed to " balance itse lf' in its own way according to the co11fined or open cha

racter of the biotope. After one year of evo lution , the experimental boxes population was 

not the same that the natural surrounding population ; the quantitative equilibrium between 

spec ies was reali zed in a different way. 

Comparison bell·veen AFC and RFD 

Figure 7 shows a synthetic sketch jo ining the results of the factori al analyses (grab + 
experimental together) in the plane of axes 1-3 , and rank-frequency diagrams (RFD) at the 

different reco lonization stages of the boxes and of the natural bottom. To each characteristic 

phase of reco loni zation , corresponcled a typical form of RFD. 

In the natural environment, it could be observee! that population presentee! a rather stable 

structure (Fig. 7 see G = ail samples). However, samples 7 and 9 seemed apart from the 

others in the FAC and their rank-frequency diagrams were more vertical. The RFD coJTes

ponding to sam pies 8 to Il showed a progress ive straightening of curves evoking an evo lu

tion towarcl s stage 3. 

Experimental boxes 5 and 6 (June, July) corresponded to a latency phase, before any 

structurat ion of the experimental population and without any competition among too scm·ce 

indivicluals. It was a stage an teri or to stage 1, characterized by the po lychaete Polycirrus 
medusae in first rank . This " latency phase" , preced ing the settlement of any pioneer stage 

or DRF type 1, was recent! y observed in very perturbated benthos by severa! au thors 

(Prygiel, 1983 ; Hily, 1984). It evokes a pass ive recoloni zation from the exterior environ

ment, sporad ic and still without establi shed relations of competition : it is not yet a real 

"community" . The RFD is enough stroken but follows a general slope close to - 1. 

Then, we remark than the FAC showed a di splacement along axis 1, iso lating boxes 7 , 8, 

9 (September to November), this period presented more evo lved DRF, especially at stages 1 

and 1 ', evok ing already the ex istence of competitive relations. Among the best represented 

species were : Tharyx cf marioni, Polycirrus medusae , Microdeutopus bijïdus and Abra 
alba. RFD showed a slope close to - 2. 

The group of experimental boxes 10, Il and 12 was characteri zed by RFD correspon

ding to a more evolved stage 2 or 3. More abundant spec ies were Notomastus latericeus. 

Tharyx cf. marioni and Abra alba. The evolution checked in the FAC graphs was in this 

way intersected by a para llel evolution of the RFD. According to the FAC, the group for-
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med by the three last boxes of the ex periment brought the experimental population close to 

the natural community, and thi s was found also with the RFD which showed a shape not 

very different in both envi ronments at that time. Nevertheless, the experimental community 

showed al ways a steeper RFD. 

Finally, the compari son of results obtained with the help of these two mathematica l 

methods showed that FAC and RFD were complementary, allowing a better g lobal vi sion of 

the organization and structure of these populations. 
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